Mastering the Therapeutic Process™
Level Two, Weekend Four

The Enneagram – Heart Types
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WELCOME!




We are delighted you are here!
Class Hours





Hamilton Retreat




Parking, Bathrooms, Rooms, Shoes

Your Personal Comfort is important to us!






7:30am – 6:00pm
We have a lot to cover – please be on time

Blankets, pillows, lounge, mats are available
Exercise clothes, shorts, etc. recommended

Snacks & Lunch


11/20/2012

We provide the basics, feel free to bring what you want
All information is proprietary to New Vistas International - All rights reserved, Copyright 2011, 2012
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SHOWING UP
Grounding & Running Energy
 Center of Head
 Grounding Cord to Center of Earth
 Golden Light Streaming Down
 Earth Energy Flowing up
 Mixing, Flowing Healing
 Filling all parts of the Body
 Fountain out of the Top

11/20/2012

All information is proprietary to New Vistas International - All rights reserved, Copyright 2011, 2012
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PHYSICAL, EMOTIONAL, MENTAL

Head

Heart

Belly
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HYPNOWORKOUT™
Integrative Body Movement

11/20/2012

All information is proprietary to New Vistas International - All rights reserved, Copyright 2011, 2012
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BELLY, HEART, HEAD - CHECK


How Resourced are you in each of these areas?
Rate yourself Right Now - Zero to Ten

 BELLY
 Body Alive,

Charged, Breathing, Grounded

 HEART
 Compassion,

Love, Accepting

 HEAD
 Mind

Clear, Open, Focused, Non-Judgmental
 How are you Challenged in each area?
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YOUR PATH TO WHOLENESS STARTS NOW


P - Present









Release the past from the mind and body.
Free the future by forgiving the past.

S - Surrender





The world is a reflecting pond. It is constantly reflecting you back to you.
When you rest in the Aware Witness, you master perception, which enables you to
master Life.

U - Unwind the Past




Total, passionate embodiment, willing to be open to the pain and pleasure of life.
Players must be present to win.

A - Aware Witness




SM
Pg 26

Life is not a battle to be won or lost. It is about giving and receiving Love.
Resistance is futile, Surrender is serenity.

E – Evoke Essence



Learn what success truly means to you.
What you want, is wanting you.

Pages are
from Student
Manual V7
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EGO & OUR PATH TO WHOLENESS

SM
Pg 24

Where Resources End, Ego Begins.







All Resources come from alignment with the Essential Self.
Each of the Five Resource States of PAUSE are specifically
created to create a Path back to the Essential Self.
We are either in alignment with…
 The Essential Self, using it to filter our thoughts…
OR
 Our Ego, using it to filter our thoughts…
ALL of us, ALL of the time,
are doing only ONE thing:

Asking for Love, or Extending Love.
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A-AWARE WITNESS






SM
Pg 73

Through the A-Aware Witness, we learn to recognize which of the
two core aspects of ourselves are operating; The Essential Self
or the ego.
Until we become vigilant of the endless chatter of the ego, which
provides a running commentary on life based on the conditioning
of the unconscious mind, we will be reacting instead of
responding thoughtfully to life.
Simply becoming Aware of the difference can forever enhance the
quality of relationships, work, study, and play, including one’s
mental and physical health.
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PAUSE APPROACH














SM
Pg 151

Emotional State
Relationships
Defensive Patterns
Resources
Physical Traits
Potential Health Challenges
Wings and Arrows
General Therapeutic Interventions
PAUSE Therapeutic Approach
Path to Wholeness
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EMOTIONAL TRIADS OF THE ENNEAGRAM






SM
Pg 147

These Emotional Triads
assist in recognizing
generalized unconscious
behavioral reactions to
stress.
These reactions exist in
each of us, regardless of
Enneatype.
Recognizing these general
behaviors increase
personal vigilance of egoic
reaction.
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THE BEHAVIORAL TRIANGLE
The default, unconscious approach each member of the
Triad takes when stressed.

8, 9, 1

5, 6, 7

2, 3, 4
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IMAGE TRIAD – 2, 3, 4








SM
Pg 147

Heart or Feeling Center
When we are in alignment with the authentic qualities of our Heart,
there is an awareness of the loving connection to our Essential
Self. We experience compassion, know the Truth of who we are,
and remember our true nature.
Essential
Gets lessons through an Emotional focus
Self
Moves towards others in relationships
Truth Love
Origin
Hysterical and narcissistic tendencies
Heart Center Functions
Experience feelings • Relate to others emotionally • Sensitivity
to the feelings and reactions of others
Productive Uses
Compassion • Attunement • Authentic Relating • Empathy
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RETURN TO THE HEART
“Love is to the Brotherhood of Mankind, as the Sun is to the Earth.”
“The Body brings us to Presence, while the Heart tastes the exquisite power of
Love’s Presence.” Russ Hudson
“Fully occupy your Body so you can fully access your Heart and Mind.”
Dr. Kenneth Elwood











As we study the Heart, don’t forget your Belly!
 Belly = Presence, Aliveness, Strength, Durability, the Quality of Being
 Heart = Compassion, Connection, Truth, Identity, Authenticity, Value
Truth is experienced in the Heart, not the head, and not the body.
Absolute Truth is when the goodness in you is also found in another.
Shame, Guilt, & Hurt are the typical blocks to accessing the Heart.
In egoic mask when histrionic or narcissistic.
Bravado is overcompensation or running from Guilt, Shame, or Inadequacy.
ADD types – Crave Attention, Give to Get
“Please notice how much I do – for YOU”
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IMAGE CENTER STYLES – 2, 3, 4
The Four Primary Emotions
Mad

Sad
Glad
Afraid

Low Intensity

Medium

High Intensity

Three personality styles that create an image,
then experience sorrow for not being fully who they are.
ADD Center – Pay Attention to Me!
Enneagram
Style

Three Ways of Creating an Image

Most Common Misuse of
Heart Center

Two

Creates an image of being likeable, generous, and
concerned for other people, then looks to others for
affirmation of their self-worth

Emotional
Manipulation

Three

Projects an image of self-confidence and success,
then seeks the respect and admiration of others
for what they accomplish

Playing roles

Four

Creates an image of being unique, special, and
different, then uses their emotional sensitivity
to avoid feeling inadequate

Oversensitivity
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ENNEATYPE THREE
THREES organize their lives around achieving specific goals in order to appear successful and to gain the respect and admiration of others.
Heart Center Function: Experience feelings; relate to others emotionally; sensitivity to the feelings and reactions of others

Pay minimal attention to own feelings, particularly
those that interfere with the appearance of being
confident and successful

Appear confident and comfortable in
inter-personal interactions and group
presentations, reading their audience well
and adjusting their style as needed

Have well-developed interpersonal skills,
but can become short-tempered when
overworked, stressed, or under deadlines

Highly focused on setting achievable goals that
will make them successful, then adhere to these
as a roadmap to direct their activities
Like to know the rules and play by them,
becoming frustrated when rules change
arbitrarily or when insurmountable
obstacles block the path
to goal achievement

Common
Beliefs

“The world values
winners and ignores or
ridicules losers.”

“Who you know is important, but
how you’re known is more
important.”
“Stay focused on your goals;
everything else generally falls into
place.”

Emotional
Responses

Like competition and being on
the winning team, reframing
failures as “learning
opportunities”

Maintain a demeanor
of self-confidence, even
when distressed
Keep most strong feelings
to themselves, particularly
fear and sadness

The
Other-Focused
Heart

ENNEATYPE TWO
TWOS want to be liked, try to meet the needs of others, and attempt to orchestrate the people and events in their lives.
Heart Center Function: Experience feelings; relate to others emotionally; sensitivity to the feelings and reactions of others

Empathic, compassionate, caring, and sensitive
to other people’s needs
Believe they can develop good relationships
with anyone they choose and are surprised
when someone dislikes them, unless they
don’t like the person themselves
Become agitated, insistent, or even
aggressive when feeling taken
advantage of or undervalued or
when defending someone who
is being treated unfairly

Common
Beliefs

“You can intuit what
Others need if you just
pay close enough attention.”
“Relationships are what matter
most.”
“People usually like people who are
as generous and thoughtful as I am.”

Generous to a fault. Make themselves available to
others, even at their own expense in terms of overcommitment and overwork
Take pleasure helping others live up to
their potential through motivation and
giving abundant advice in a variety of areas

Emotional
Responses
Focus on the feelings of
others more than their own
feelings
Become angry and/or sad
when feeling unappreciated,
unwanted, or unvalued

Rarely ask for assistance directly,
although they appreciate it when
help is spontaneously offered

The Warm
Heart

ENNEATYPE FOUR
FOURS desire deep connections with both their own interior worlds and with other people, and feel most alive when they authentically express
their personal experiences and feelings.
Heart Center Function: Experience feelings; relate to others emotionally; sensitivity to the feelings and reactions of others

Seek meaning through in-depth introspection
and deep interpersonal contact and most trust
their own inner experiences

Perceive themselves as unique, different,
and special in some way, viewing the
world through the artist’s sensitivity
to nuance and symbolic meaning
Relate intensely for extended
periods of time, but can also
become withdrawn into
their own worlds, even
becoming moody

Tell personal stories, using words (I, me, mine) for
the purpose of establishing connection, which can be
interpreted as redirecting the conversation to
themselves
Like to feel inspired, creative, and
understood, and enjoy helping others
feel the same

Common
Beliefs
“You can’t understand the
full meaning of anything
unless you go deeply into
your own personal experience.”

“There’s no greater feeling than to fully
share a profound experience with another .”
“Life is full of joy and suffering; both must
be integrated to be completely human.”

Emotional
Responses
Experience a kaleidoscope
of feeling responses, most of
which are kept internal
Highly attuned to how others
treat them, trying to minimize
feeling not good enough

Become easily bored when
having to do repetitive tasks of
no significance to them

The
Sensitive
Heart

THANK YOU!
Please check our website regularly and sign-up to
stay informed of future events.

http://P-A-U-S-E.com
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PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATION


Upon successful completion of New Vistas International’s three
100-hour professional training classes offered within Mastering
the Therapeutic Process™, the student will be awarded the
following internationally recognized certifications:



Level 1: Certified Hypnotist (CH)
Level 2: Certified Hypnotherapist (CHt)
Level 3: Certified Clinical Hypnotherapist (CCHt),
Practitioner Neuro Linguistic Psychology (PNLP)
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